
- Bag in matte black. It is perfect to show the 
product. It contains:
1 Tarrago Sneakers Total Cleaner
1 Tarrago Cleaning Black Sponge 

- Specially designed to clean your sneakers 
and accessories. Suitable for: leather, suede, 
nubuck, fabric, microfiber, canvas. 
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The perfect set to compete a deep and effective sneakers cleaning. Doypack 
bag in matte black specially designed to clean your sneakers. It contains one 
Tarrago Sneakers Total Cleaner and one Tarrago Cleaning Black Sponge.

Description

Presentation

Bag in matte black (23cm x 15,8cm) specially designed to clean your 
sneakers.  It is perfect to show the product. It contains:
- 1 Tarrago Sneakers Total Cleaner - 125ml / 4,23 fl.oz
   Liquid cleaner suitable for all colors. Specially recommended for      
   leather goods and upholstery. Suitable for a global cleaning of any   
   sneakers and also to be used as a stain-remover. Removes stains
   and dirt from leather, suede, nubuck and canvas sneakers.
- 1 Tarrago Cleaning Black Sponge - Measures: 80 x 40 x 30 mm
   Rough cleaning sponge made of polyurethane foam, specially designed to      
   remove the most resistant dirt or mud from leather, canvas or fabric
   sneakers and accessories.  

Essential Sneakers Kit

PACKAGE BOX UNITS BOX SIZES
BOX 

WEIGHT
EAN CODEPALLET UNITS

Extra Information
- You can use the Sneakers Total Cleaner to clean the insoles from your shoes. We strongly recommend that you remove 
them from the inside of the shoes before applying.
- For best results, use Sneakers Nano Protector after cleaning.
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How to use As a cleaner:
1. Remove superficial dirt with a Sneakers Black 
Sponge. 
2. Pour a little quantity of product on a cloth.
3. Rub the surface to be cleaned.
4. Remove the remaining product with a damp 
cloth.
5. Let dry for 60 minutes.
As a stain remover:
1. Remove dust.
2. Apply a few drops directly to the stain and 
allow it to sit for a few minutes.
3. Moisten a cloth or sponge with water and rub 
until the stain disappears.
4. For suede and nubuck, before fully dry, brush 
with Sneakers Black Sponge. Brush again once 
dry.

Surfaces

Use

Doypack bag 8427457616004
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120x80x190 10    1.120 u.  1,7 kg


